Geometry: 11.1-11.4 Notes

NAME_______________________

11.1 Circumference and Arc Length____________________________ Date:_________________
Define Vocabulary:
circumference –

arc length –

radian –

Examples: Using the Formula for Circumference
WE DO

YOU DO
1. Find the circumference of a circle with a diameter
of 5 inches.

2. Find the diameter of a circle with a circumference
of 17 feet.
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Examples: Using Arc Lengths to Find Measures
WE DO

YOU DO
Find the indicated measure.

2

Examples: Using Circumference to Find Distance Traveled
WE DO
The radius of a wheel on a toy truck is 4 inches.
To the nearest foot, how far does the wheel travel
when it makes 7 revolutions?

YOU DO
A car tire has a diameter of 28 inches. How
many revolutions does the tire make while
traveling 500 feet?

Examples: Using Arc Length to Find Distances
WE DO
A path is built around four congruent circular
fields. The radius of each field is 100 feet. How
long is the path? Round to the nearest hundred feet.
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Examples: Converting between Degree and Radian Measure
WE DO

YOU DO

a. Convert 30° to radians.

b. Convert

3𝜋
8

radians to degrees.

1. Convert 15° to radians.

2. Convert

4𝜋
3

radians to degrees.
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11.2 Areas of Circles and Sectors______________ ____________________________Date:_____________
Define Vocabulary:
population density –

sector of a circle –

Examples: Finding Angle and Arc Measures

WE DO

YOU DO

Find each indicated measure.

Find the indicated measure.

a. area of a circle with a radius of 8.5 inches

1. Find the area of a circle with a radius of 4.5 meters.

b. diameter of a circle with an area of 153.94 square feet

2. Find the radius of a circle with an area of 176.7 square feet.
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Examples: Using the Formula for Population Density
WE DO

YOU DO
1. About 58,000 people live in a region with a 2-mile
radius. Find the population density in people per square
mile.

2. A region with a 3-mile radius has a population
density of about 1000 people per square mile. Find the
number of people who live in the region.

c. About 150,000 people live in a circular region
with a population density of about 1578 people per
square mile. Find the radius of the region.

3. About 1.75 million people live in a circular
region with a population density of about 5050
people per square mile. Find the radius of the region
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Examples: Finding Areas of Sectors
WE DO

YOU DO

Examples: Using the Area of a Sector
WE DO

YOU DO

WE DO

YOU DO

Find the radius of circle H

Find the radius of circle M

7

Examples: Finding the Area of a Region
WE DO

YOU DO

WE DO

YOU DO

Find the area of the shaded region

Find the area of the shaded region
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11.3 Areas of Polygons_________________________________________Date:_____________
Define Vocabulary:
center of a regular polygon –

radius of a regular polygon –

apothem of a regular polygon –

central angle of a regular polygon –

Examples: Finding the Area of a Rhombus or Kite
WE DO

YOU DO
1. Find the area of a rhombus with
diagonals d1 = 4 feet and d2 = 5 feet.

2. Find the area of a kite with diagonals
d1 = 12 inches and d2 = 9 inches.
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Examples: Finding Angle Measures in a Regular Polygon
WE DO

YOU DO
1. Identify the center, a radius, an
apothem, and a central angle of the
polygon.

2. Find m∠XPY, m∠XPQ, and
m∠PXQ.
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Examples: Finding the Area of a Regular Polygon
WE DO

YOU DO

A regular hexagon is inscribed in a circle
with a diameter of 32 units. Find the area
of the hexagon.

Find the area of the regular polygon.

Examples: Finding the Area of a Regular Polygon
WE DO
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11.4 Three-Dimensional Figures__________________________________________Date:_____________
Define Vocabulary:
polyhedron – A solid that is bounded by polygons

face – A flat surface of a polyhedron

edge – A line segment formed by the intersection of two faces of a polyhedron

vertex (of a polyhedron) – A point of a polyhedron where three or more edges meet

cross section – The intersection of a plane and a solid

solid of revolution – A three dimensional figure that is formed by rotating a two dimensional shape around an axis

axis of revolution – The line around which a two dimensional shape is rotated to form a three-dimensional figure
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Examples: Classifying Solids
WE DO

YOU DO
Tell whether each solid is a polyhedron. If
it is, name the polyhedron

Examples: Describing Cross Sections
WE DO

YOU DO
Describe the shape formed by the
intersection of the plane and the solid.

13

WE DO
Describe the shape formed by the
intersection of the plane and the solid.

YOU DO
Describe the shape formed by the
intersection of the plane and the solid.

Examples: Describing Cross Sections
WE DO
Sketch the solid produced by rotating the
figure around the given axis. Then identify
and describe the solid.

YOU DO
Sketch the solid produced by rotating the
figure around the given axis. Then identify
and describe the solid.
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